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A bstract
Despite the dram atic growth of digital image and video in recent years, m any chal
lenges rem ain in enabling computers to interpret visual content. This thesis addresses
th e initial stages of building an intelligent video surveillance system. The central con
tribution of this work is developing a framework which models the scene background
and segmenting the moving foreground objects in video image data. This work is
divided into two sections.
In the first section, a background model is being designed dynamically with no
prior knowledge of the scene. A simple histogram based m ethod is used to accomplish
this task.
The second step involves segmenting the moving foreground objects using a
clustering mechanism. We have used a simple K-means clustering, where the value
of K is two. We have implemented our m ethods in HSV color space. The results
obtained were quite satisfactory in different real environments.
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C hapter 1

Introduction and M otivation
1.1

Introduction

This chapter gives an introduction to the origin of com puter vision, and related fields
associated w ith it. In th e subsequent sections, we have given a brief narration on the
concept of intelligent video surveillance systems. The m otivation and contributions
follows this section. A detailed sum m ary on the structure of this thesis was given at
th e end.

1.2

Problem of Visual Representation

” ....Consider the nam e of signs the m ind makes use of for the understanding of things,
or conveying its knowledge to others. For, since the things the m ind contem plates
are none of them , besides itself, present to the understanding, it is necessary th a t
som ething else, as a sign or representation of the thing it considers, should be present
to it.”
-Jon Locke
Essay Concerning Human Understanding - 1690
H um an brains respond alike when they see a known object. For instance, if
two people see a cat they respond alike saying it is a cat. W hat might be the under
lying factor behind this analogy? This question leads us to the philosophy of mind
(Cummins, 1989). Many applications axe possible if we can interpret this analogy to
machines, b u t many implications follow this delegation of hum an interpretation to
machines.
C om puter Vision is the enterprise of autom ating and integrating a wide range

1
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of processes and representations used for vision perception. The field of Com puter
Vision partially collide w ith other research areas like image processing (transforming,
encoding and transm itting images) and statistical pattern classification (statistical
decision theory applied to general patterns, visual or otherwise).
Visual perception is the relation of visual input to previously existing models
of the world. There is a large representational gap between the image and the models
(’im age’, ’concepts’) which explain and describe the image information. To bridge the
gap, com puter vision systems have a range of representations connecting the input
and the ’o u tp u t’ (a final description, decision, or interpretation). Com puter vision
then involves the design of these interm ediate representations and the im plem entation
of the algorithm s to construct them and relate them to one another [52].

1.3

The Origin

T he field of Com puter Vision was not very famous until the late 1970’s. The actual
work started when com puters could manage the processing of large d a ta sets such
as images. However, many m ethods and applications are still in the sta te of basic
research, b u t many m ethods find their way into commercial products, where they
constitute a small p art of a larger system and can solve th e complex tasks [51].
As m entioned earlier, com puter vision collaborates w ith different other fields
of science. In physics it plays a significant role in understanding the processes in
which electrom agnetic radiation, (typically in the visible or the infra-red range and
th e surface reflectance of the objects) are m easured by th e image sensor to produce
image data. In the area of artificial intelligence, C om puter Vision deals w ith robot
navigation through some environment.

This type of processing needs input d a ta

provided by a com puter vision system. Many more scientific domains including signal
processing, neurobiology, statistics, optim ization and geom etry need com puter vision
system s in their respective applications.
W ith all of the dem and in various application dom ains as m entioned above,
com puter vision systems have been introduced in the field of video surveillance ap
plications. As defined in [36], ”It is th e science and technology of machines th a t see” .
This technology provides the background to develop intelligent systems based on the
inform ation obtained from the images. The applicability of vision systems in video
surveillance are given below:

University o f Windsor, 2006
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• Detecting events for visual security surveillance.
• Modeling objects or environments for industrial inspection or topographical m od
eling.
And m any more real-tim e applications are possible w ith the robust expansion
of this field.

1.4

Intelligent Video Surveillance System s

Someone approaches the door o f a national security services facility. A security cam
era watching this person does more than simply sending this inform ation to a guard.
It scans the person’s face and runs this video through facial recognition program that
checks against a criminal watch list and get list. The person tries to break in, the
perim eter breach alarm sets off and alerts the control room. It locks all the entrance
doors. Text messages will be sent to all the personnel across the facility indicating the
possible threat. The cameras tracking this person would now initiate an activity recog
nition program to identify possible suspicious actions and use of weapons possessed
by this person.
The above scene im itates the scenario in a science fiction story. It is not sur
prising to say, th a t we will have this systems in action very soon. Many organizations
prefer video surveillance systems doing more th an ju st capturing the videos.
The intelligent video surveillance systems improve the security standards and
solve the scalability issues arising due to the traditional video surveillance systems.
Intelligent system will enable its users to understand as much as 10 tim es more because
they can ju st look a t mug shots instead of raw footage.

1.5

M otivation

Keeping the versatility of the above system in mind, a num ber of issues have to
be taken care of, to model such system. Background subtraction is at the heart of
intelligence video surveillance applications. To perform this operation, one has to
provide a background image th a t has no foreground objects. However, in real-tim e
conditions it is not always possible to capture the background in advance. In th a t
situation dynamic background modeling plays an im portant role. In other words, dy-

University o f Windsor, 2006
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namic background modeling is a desired starting step for any robust video surveillance
system.
Segmenting the foreground objects follows the background modeling. In order
to segment a foreground object, one has to provide a proper threshold value based on
which segm entation shall be performed, but it needs m anual observation. A utom atic
threshold calculation will considerably eliminate the hum an intervention a t the middle
of the process.

1.6

Issues addressed in this thesis and Contributions

This thesis m ainly focuses on modeling the background in busy areas and segmenting
th e foreground moving objects. We have modeled the background using a histogram
based m ethod and a segm entation technique was also proposed to segment the moving
foreground objects from the background. We have used k-means clustering technique
in our segm entation algorithm.

We did an informal comparison on various color

spaces in im plem entation phase. We chose HSV color space, which has an edge over
other color spaces in regard to shadows and noise.

1.7

Thesis Structure

T he rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
In chapter 2, we have given a brief introduction to video surveillance sys
tem s followed by background modeling and segm entation issues. C hapter 3 gives an
overview of the m ethods proposed by different researchers in the literature. C hapter
4 is divided into two sections: section one deals w ith background modeling, the other
section explains the detailed process of segm entation for segmenting the foreground
objects. Results of the proposed m ethods were presented in C hapter 5. We conclude
this thesis w ith some rem arks and future work in C hapter 6.

1.8

Conclusion

This is an introductory chapter on various issues relating to video surveillance and
com puter vision.

We briefly mentioned the topic of intelligent video surveillance

w ith a narrative description. Our m otivation behind this work was presented in the
m otivation section.
University o f Windsor, 2006
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C hapter 2

Intelligent V ideo Surveillance
System : A n Overview
This chapter focuses on the overview of an intelligent video surveillance system. We
have given a detailed description of the functional architecture of an intelligent video
surveillance system. In the subsequent sections, a detailed elaboration of issues re
lating to background modeling and segm entation were given.

2.1

Overview of Intelligent Video Surveillance System

W ith recent advances in com puter technology visual surveillance has become one of
th e popular areas for research and development. In the earlier days, visual surveil
lance involved m anual observation of video sequences for several hours. From the
perspective of real-tim e th reat detection, it is a well known fact th a t hum an visual
attention drops below th e acceptable level even when trained personnel are assigned
to the task of visual m onitoring [41].
As a whole, visual surveillance systems seek to autom atically identify events
of interest in a variety of situations [30]. Surveillance cam eras are installed in many
public areas to improve safety, and com puter-based image processing is a promising
m eans to handle the vast am ount of image d a ta generated by large networks of cam
eras. The task of an integrated surveillance system is to warn an operator when it
detects events which may require hum an intervention, for example to avoid possible
accidents or vandalism. A lot of promising applications are based on successful vi
sual surveillance systems, such as vehicle guidance [24], object tracking for security

5
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surveillance [25], traffic monitoring, detection of abnorm al activity and th re a t evalua
tion [44]. The general framework of these applications groups the num ber of different
com puter vision tasks such as detection, tracking and classification of objects of in
terest in image sequences, and understands and describes the activities involving the
objects.

2.1.1

Introduction

Time of
the day
Light Cyclei

Tracking Level

Object
Parameters
Extraction

Object
Tracking

Size
Filtering

Blob
Segmentation

Segmentation Level

Noise
Filtering

Pixel
Classification

Pixel Processing Level

Scene
Geometry

Image
Sequence

Figure 2.1: Building blocks of intelligent video surveillance system [42]

In Fig. 2.1, an abstract overview of an intelligent video surveillance system has
been given. T he process sta rts from the collection of video frames sequentially from
an uncalibrated camera. These video frames undergo further processing, for analysis
and inform ation retrieval. The whole process has been divided into th e following
functional blocks:
1. Pixel processing level
2. O bject segm entation level
3. Tracking level

University o f Windsor, 2006
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This thesis m ainly focused on the first building block of the system. Wece
have assumed to model a system which can dynamically model the background from
a busy scene and segment the moving foreground objects.

2.1.2

P ix el processing level

Pixel classification is a basic step for any intelligent video surveillance system. The
accuracy and versatility of the whole application depends on this step.

Different

techniques are being used to accurately classify the pixels, based on the intensity,
color and pixel position [34], [8], [25].
list of segmented
occluded regions
r

Lheck new pixel values agamsr model

new frame
!k v

Connect non-background pixels s
into connected components

■" Filter components

Update background model

m
■
■
■
■
■

Figure 2.2: A Scenario a t pixel processing level [45]

The pixel processing can be performed a t three different levels of abstraction,
depending on the type of application and processing speed in real-time.
Background Subtraction

The m ost popular m ethod is to classify pixels into foreground and background cat
egories. ft is a simple m ethod by which incoming video frames shall be subtracted
from a background image. The sample result of the background subtraction can be
seen Fig 2.3.
However, one should know the background scene before subtracting the in
coming image frame. The background image can be attained in two ways, one by
capturing the em pty scene with no moving objects prior to the starting of the process.
Dynam ic background modeling is another approach, which models the background
dynamically w ith no prior knowledge of the scene.

University o f Windsor, 2006
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Figure 2.3: A person identified using background subtraction

The dynamic background modeling capable to model the approxim ate back
ground using various techniques.

The Gaussian M ixture model, linear predictive

filter, K alm an filter were among the famous contributions in this area. In this thesis,
we have proposed a histogram based model to model th e background. T he proposed
model make use of some statistical inform ation captured from the image sequence
over a period of time. T he detailed explanation can be found in the later chapters.

Lim itations o f Background Subtraction

Background subtraction heavily depends on th e background model of the
scene. A constant updating of the background model is necessary for better seg
m entation* in later stages.

University o f Windsor, 2006
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Frame D ifferencing

Fram e differencing is another technique to identify the moving foreground objects.
T he difference of two consecutive frames is further processed to identify the foreground
regions. However, this m ethod has some severe drawbacks in accurate segm entation
of the moving objects. The result of such operation is shown Fig. 2.3.

(c)
Figure 2.4: An example of frame difference technique: (a) and (b) are two consecutive frames (c) is
the resulting image obtained using frame differencing.

Lim itations o f Frame Differencing

One m ajor problem w ith frame differencing technique is it leaves holes in the
resulting image. This is quite problem atic in later stages of the application, especially
when updating the model of the background as this error linger for a longers period
of time.
O ptical Flow

O ptical flow is a concept for estim ating the m otion of th e objects w ithin a visual rep
resentation. Typically the m otion is represented as vectors originating or term inating
a t pixels in a digital image sequence [36].
Lim itations o f Optical Flow methods

University o f Windsor, 2006
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*

* i
*

* + +
♦ *

4

Figure 2.5: An example of optical flow: Moving objects identified using these m otion vectors

Once the optical flow is estim ated from the consecutive image frames the
segm entation is implied based on the flow of motion. O ptical flow techniques are
considerably slow due to the complexity and com putational time.

2.1.3

S egm entation level

Segm entation is the next level after the pixel process. It deals w ith the identification
of the moving region in the image frame.

The object segm entation has different

problem s to deal w ith ranging from noise, object shape and size of the object. For
segmenting the objects people have used different techniques ranging from threshold
calculation [15], Gaussian m ixture models [5],[25], Hidden Marcov Models etc.
Segm entation suffers from different problems arising due to different condi
tions. T he accuracy of tracking is very much depending on the perfect segm entation
of the foreground object. The following factors cause problem s in segmentation:
• Foreground aperture - the foreground color has a close m atch with the background
color.
•

Choosing threshold value - we need to choose possible threshold value in order
to separate the actual foreground pixels, which need some observation on pixel
intensities.
This thesis also contributes a m ethod addressing the above m entioned prob

lems. The detailed discussion on this topic can be found in later chapters.

University o f Windsor, 2006
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2.1.4

Tracking level

Tracking is th e final stage of the video surveillance system. At the tracking level
th e movements of the objects are tracked and suspicious behavior of the objects are
closely observed. Various factors are taken into consideration such as object motion,
geom etry etc. The results of tracking can be used in different real-tim e application.

Figure 2.6: Some tracking results taken from [35]

The detailed im plem entation and applications of various tracking algorithms
can be found in the thesis work of Ali et al. [35].

2.2

Background M odeling and Segmentation: An overview

In all the video surveillance applications, the effective way for segmenting foreground
objects is to suppress the background points. To achieve this goal an accurate and
adaptive background model is often desirable.
In this section we have addressed various stages in background modeling and
problems in real-time. We have also given a brief explanation of different problems
while segmenting the foreground objects.

2.2.1

C haracterizing th e issues in Background M odeling

The background modeling process has been characterized in three different sections:
Background M odel Initialization

This is th e first step in background modeling algorithm s. The initial model is obtained
by a short training period w ith no foreground objects when they are present in the
scene [7],

University o f Windsor, 2006
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B ackground M odel G eneration

This step gives the estim ated background from a short training period.

In other

words, it dynamically models the background w ith moving objects present in the
scene [43].
Background M odel M aintenance

This is a difficult step in background modeling. In real tim e situations th e observed
scene undergoes different changes. The background model has to be u pdated accord
ingly w ith th e changes in the scene.

2.2.2

Background m odeling in real tim e

Background usually contains nonliving objects; those rem ain passive in the scene.
T he background objects m ay be stationary, such as walls, doors and room furniture,
or they may be non stationary objects like tree branches, wavering bushes and moving
escalators. These background objects often undergo various changes in a course of
tim e due to the changes in brightness caused by changing w eather conditions or the
switching off the lights.
W ith respective to the above reasons, background image can be described as a
com bination of static and dynamic pixels. The static pixels belong to the stationary
objects, and the dynamic pixels are associated w ith non-stationary objects. Below
are th e examples of various scene characteristics:
T im e o f th e day

Tim e of the day comes under updation of the background scene. This is a common
problem while updating the background when th e light gradually fades out.

Figure 2.7: G radual lighting change during th e day
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Sudden illum ination changes

Quick illum ination changes completely alter the color characteristics of the back
ground, thus increases the intensity of background pixels. The result of this change
will cause a false detection of background as foreground, T he worst cases, the whole
image might appear as foreground.
M oving branches at th e background

This is a very common scenario in alm ost all the outdoor video surveillance systems.
T he moving branches of the trees in the background will cause problems to accurately
model the background.

Figure 2.8: Moving branches of th e trees a t th e background

U ncontrolled m oving objects in th e background

It is hard to identify the actual background scene if objects in the background move
continuously. M any algorithm s use a scene w ithout moving objects, but this kind of
assum ption will put some serious lim itations in highly densed areas.

Figure 2.9: Continuous moving objects in th e background
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S hadow s

Shadows create problems while modeling the background. Shadows cast by the ob
jects are classified as foreground, due to false illum ination in the shadow region.

2.2.3

Functional exp ectation s o f Background M odeling

To develop a general background scene, a background model m ust be able to satisfy
the following conditions:
1. Should represent the appearance of a static background pixel
2. Should represent the appearance of a dynamic background pixel
3. Self-evolve to gradual background changes
4. Self-evolve to sudden once-off background changes
Background is usually represented by image features a t each pixel. The fea
tures extracted from an image sequence can be classified into three types: spectral,
spatial, and tem poral features. Spectral features can be associated w ith gray-scale or
color information. Spatial features can be associated w ith gradient or a local struc
ture, and tem poral features can be associated w ith inter frame changes a t the pixel.
M any existing m ethods utilize spectral features (distributions of intensities or colors
at each pixel) to model the background [4],[5],[7],[9].. In order to be robust to illumi
nation changes, some spatial features are also exploited [2],[10],[12]. T he spectral and
spatial features are suitable to describe the appearance of static background pixels.
Recently, few m ethods have introduced tem poral features to describe the dy
namic background pixels associated w ith non stationary objects [6],[13],[14]. There
is, however, a lack of system atic approaches to incorporate all three types of fea
tures into a representation of a complex background containing both stationary and
non stationary objects. T he features th a t characterize stationary and dynamic back
ground objects should be different. If a background model can describe a general
background, it should be able to learn the significant features of the background at
each pixel and provide the information for foreground and background classification.

2.2.4

S egm en tation o f m oving ob jects

Video object segm entation is a challenging step. Segm entation is nothing b u t figuring
w hat is background and w hat is foreground. Segm entation can be done on variety of
University o f Windsor, 2006
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factors like intensity, color, size and location.
P r o b le m s in s e g m e n ta tio n

Segm entation stage contributes a lot while tracking the moving objects. The accurate
segm entation of foreground objects is difficult due to shadows in the object region,
and foreground aperture.
S h a d o w s in t h e f o re g ro u n d re g io n

Shadows create problems during segmentation, shadows are categorized into cast
shadows and self shadows. Cast shadows are caused by the moving objects on the
side of the object, where as self shadows are cast by th e object on the object itself
(shadows cast by the folding of a shirt).
In [50], P ra ti et al conducted a comprehensive survey on the shadow detection
of moving objects. A study was conducted on a determ inistic character, shadows are
elim inated based on the assum ption th a t the chrom aticity of the shadow region is
slightly dark compared to actual object region.
Foreground aperture is another problem occurs while segm entation, when the
foreground object color m atches close the background object, p art of th e foreground
object disappears after segmentation. A better segm entation mechanism can identify
these problems.

2.3

Conclusion

This chapter is a introductory chapter on intelligent video surveillance applications.
The filed of intelligent video surveillance, gaining popularity in the recent years,
m any interesting methodologies being proposed by different researchers for real tim e
applications. Freshers to this field can benefit from this chapter, as they come across
various problems in modeling the background and segmentation.
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Literature R eview
Background modeling is a t the heart of any background subtraction algorithm . These
algorithm s have been classified into two broad categories, they are non-recursive and
recursive [1].

3.1

Non-recursive Techniques

In Non-recursive techniques, the algorithm s have to process a buffer of previous N
video frames and estim ate the background image based on th e tem poral variation of
each pixel w ithin the buffer. These Non-recursive algorithm s are highly adaptive and
they do not depend on the history beyond the stored buffer. However, it is expensive
to model a scene w ith slow moving objects using these algorithm s. Following are the
m ajor algorithm s, th a t fall under this category:

3.1.1

M edian filter

A m edian based m ethod was proposed in [6] and [19]. A slightly modified version was
proposed by Howe et al in [3], this m ethod recursively updates the background based
on the previous three image frames. W ith a similar idea, Long et al proposed an
adaptive smoothness algorithm , which finds the intervals of stable intensity and uses
th e heuristics to choose the longest interval [18]. Similar to this proposed approach,
Gutchess et al. in [7], proposed a m ethod called the local image flow algorithm . This
m ethod [7] also depends on the intervals of stable intensity of an image sequence.
Along w ith observing the intervals of stable intensity, the vicinity of neighboring pix
els are also taken into consideration for estim ating the background. This measure
elim inates th e blending problem, when foreground objects stay in the image for a
16
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longer period. An optical flow technique is being implemented, by summing the dis
tances of each vector head in the local neighborhood using the Gaussian m ixture. The
m ain strength of this algorithm in [7], is to take a decision, w hether the neighboring
pixel belongs to either a background or a foreground.

3.1.2

Linear predictive filter

Toyama et al. proposed an approach which uses wiener filter[28], for background
modeling the background. Addressing various issues in background modeling, they
have proposed an approach a t pixel, region and frame level to construct a robust
background model which can deal w ith m ost of the real tim e problems. A t pixel level
if the prediction deviates far from th e expected value, th e pixel shall be considered
as foreground. For a given pixel, the linear prediction of its next value is given by
p

St =

^2akSt-k

(3-1)

K=1

This filter uses the past P values to predict pixel S t a t tim e t, s t-k is the past
value of a pixel and ak is the prediction coefficient. At region level, they consider to
segment the whole object rather th an some isolated pixels. At frame level,a repre
sentative set of scene background models will switch autom atically to represent the
current background. This algorithm is a milestone contribution in this area, which
addresses and solves various problems in the background modeling.

3.1.3

H istogram based m odels

In [15], K um ar et al. proposed a histogram based background modeling algorithm ,
to model busy scenes. Here they used a queue concept w ith three channels of color
model Y,Cb and Cr. W hen the queue gets full, a calculation would be performed to
regenerate the background model. This mechanism is called blind updation. The pixel
values are plotted on a histogram , the values which belong to background will take
the higher values in the histogram . The value of W (G aussian m ixture coefficient),
is set to 5 if the background has m otion due to moving branches, twinkling surfaces
etc,. Each pixel will be modeled using adoptive m ixture of Gaussians.
In the segm entation level, a pixel considered to be p art of the foreground,
when the current value of the pixel is far from the m ean relative to the variance of
Gaussian m ixture.
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N on-param etric m odel

In [4],Elgammal et al. described a basic background model and a subtraction process.
The m ain objective of this algorithm , is to capture the inform ation about the scene
region. A continuous updation of the background inform ation, to capture the fast
changes in th e background has also been proposed by this m ethod. Here (x i,X 2 , ....., xn)
are th e recent intensity values of a pixel. Using this m ethod, a PD F(probability Den
sity Function) can be estim ated. The non-param etric equation to estim ate a pixel
intensity x t a t tim e t, is given below:
(3.2)
Here K is the kernal estim ator function, it can be calculated using a normal
distribution. A pixel is considered as foreground pixel, if th e probability P r ( x t) < th.
Here th is the global threshold, which can be adjusted to achieve the desired percentage of false positives. Unlike Gaussians, it quickly forgets the past and concentrate
on the current history of pixel values.

3.2

Recursive Techniques

Recursive techniques do not m aintain a buffer for background estim ation. Instead,
they recursively update a single background model based on each input frame. Due
to this factor, the input frames from distant past do not have any effect on the current
background model. Com pared to the non-recursive techniques, recursive techniques
require less storage. However, any error in the background model can linger for a
longer period of time. Some of the recursive techniques are described below:

3.2.1

A pproxim ated m edian filter

To slightly improve the m edian based m ethod proposed in [19]. In [2], Chung et
al took th e confidence values of histogram , to identify the stable intensity of each
pixel over a training period.

Similar m ethod was adapted in [20], for developing

the initial background model before implementing a shadow removal technique while
segm entation of foreground objects in HSV color space. In [14], K ornprobst et al.
assumed, th a t background can be defined as the m ost often observed p a rt over the
sequence. They have presented an approach to deal w ith background reconstruction
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and m otion segm entation based on Partial Differential Equations (PD E). The results
of this m ethod were good, but choosing the param eters is difficult. Based on the
same idea Hou et al. also proposed a m ethod in [12]. In this approach, pixel intensity
difference between inter-frames is calculated, and pixel intensity values are classified
based on this difference. The process is performed a t 4 different steps. In the initial
step, classification the intensities w ith stable intervals and calculate the average of
intensities a t each interval. In the second step, classify intensities of stable intervals,
w ith close average intensity values and take the count of the pixels in th a t group.
Finally select the intensity value, w ith maximum num ber of pixels w ith homogeneous
interval as background intensity value. The sim ulation results were good using this
approach.

3.2.2

K alm an filter

A K alm an filter based mechanism was proposed in [24], which estim ates th e expected
pixel value based on the previous observations. It explicitly considers the noise on the
m easurem ent of the system values. T he components include m easurem ent m atrix,
system input and Kalm an gain m atrix in predicting the future observation.

The

system estim ates the values recursively and will assign th e weights according to the
accuracy of prediction. This model is good, in handling the illum ination changes in
th e scene model. However, it involves higher complexity in updating.

3.2.3

M ixtu re o f G aussian(M oG )

This is a popular m ethod in background modeling, it was first proposed in [5] for
background modeling. They have implemented this m ethod to explicitly classify the
pixel values into three separate states corresponding to road, shadow color and colors
corresponding to vehicles. Another m ethod proposed by Stauffer et al, in [25] has
draw n the attention of m any researchers. In this approach rath er explicitly modeling
the values of all the pixels as one particular type of distribution, they simply model the
values of a particular pixel as a m ixture of Gaussians. Based on the persistence and
th e variance of each of the Gaussians of the m ixture, they determ ine which Gaussians
correspond to background colors.
Their m ethod contains two significant param eters a - the learning constant
and
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T- the proportion of the d a ta th a t should be accounted for by the background. In
online m ixture model, they consider the series of pixel values for a particular tim e
as a ’’pixel process” . These are scalars for gray images and vectors for color images.
T he following equation represents a pixel {ar0, 2/o} at tim e t, where I is the intensity
of th e image sequence.

{ A i,...., A t} = { /(x 0, i/o, i) : 1 < i < t}
Here A i..A t are the

(3.3)

sequence of images in a tim e frame. Different guiding factors

were taken into consideration while modeling and updating the background.

The

following equation shows the probability of observing the current pixel value from the
recent history and models it using K m ixture of Gaussian.
K

P {A t) = Y , wi,t * V(At, pa,u S M)
i=i
where K is th e num ber of distributions and u>itt

(3.4)

Sj,t are the estim ates of weight

(w hat portion of the d a ta is accounted for by this Gaussian), m ean value and covariance m atrix of the ith Gaussian in the m ixture a t tim e t. W here rj is a Gaussian
probability density function as shown below.

>)(*., M, S) = -

Ax,-Hrz-Hx,-K)

1
2

j

(3.5)

| 2

K determ ined by the available memory and com putational power, currently 3 to 5
are used. The covariance m atrix is assumed to be of the form
EM = a \l

(3.6)

this assumes th a t the red, green, blue pixel values are independent and have the same
variance. Prior to the pixel classification the weights are assigned to K distributions
a t tim e t.
A pixel in every image frame has an image m easurem ent vector of the form
[I, I x , I y, I t] was proposed in [23]. The advantage of having m ulti-dim ensional Gaussian
distributions allows a greater freedom to represent the distribution of th e m easure
m ents occurring in the background. This concept was based on the m ethod proposed
in [9], called TA PM O G (Tim e Adaptive Per-Pixel MoG), where each pixel observation
consists of a color and a depth m easurement. The color is represented in YUV space,
which helps to elim inate luminance and chromaticity, the depth m easurem ents are de
noted by D. The observation of a pixel a t tim e t is w ritten as X ^ t = [Yi>t, U^t , V}t , D ht].
University o f Windsor, 2006
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The history of observations a t a given pixel is [X^i,

modeled by K

gaussian distributions. K is same for all pixels and it is determ ined to be between 3
to 5.

T he new pixel values are compared w ith the existing ones to find a m atch between
th e current pixel value with the existing Gaussian

If a m atch is found, then its

param eters are updated using current observation. If not, it will be replaced as a new
observation. Although this m ethod is robust w ith respect to foreground segm entation
and background modeling, it has slow learning rate and high com putational resources.
In [30], a m ethod nam ed ’PixelM ap’ was developed based on G aussian M ethod
ology. The m otivation behind their work is, in a fast varying background few Gaus
sians m ay not be helpful, so they have extended their scope from pixel to region and
frame levels. As explained before each pixel is modeled using K Gaussians categorized
based

on

these

characteristics

[M e a n rgb,Varrgb ,M a x rgb

, M in rgb, F lag, T im e ]
At pixel level, each incoming pixel is checked against the K Gaussian until a
m atch is found. The moving objects have the larger variance th an the background
pixels. So these distributions are ordered based on decreasing order of weights. In
the frame level processing each frame is subtracted from previous and next frame.
The pixels which are identical in the three frames are treated as background. And a
m ask is obtained from this process is treated as foreground. In region level process,
a shadow elim inating mechanism and a foreground connected components m ethod is
implem ented to remove shadows and fill gaps in foreground regions. This m ethod
showed fairly good results, b u t the com putation cost is high.
T he improved version of Gaussian M ixture was proposed in [32]. This m ethod
adaptively updates the background, with respect to newly introduced objects and
lighting conditions. The training set has been updated in reasonable tim e period T
and at tim e t they m aintain a d a ta set X t = { x * , x t~T}. For each new sample
d a ta set, X t the background will be re estim ated as p { x \X r , B G ). However, among
th e samples from the recent history there could be some values, th a t belong to the
foreground objects. The estim ate of those objects can be done as follows.
M

p (x \X T , B G + F G ) = Y 1
m=1
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where estim ates of means

and estim ates of the variances

m

th a t describe

th e Gaussian components. A series of recursive update of equations were presented
for this purpose. The clustering of samples enable to identify the background sam 
ples from the foreground. After identification of background clusters, they m ust be
arranged in descending order of weights for future process. T he value of Gaussian is
set to 4 while experiments.

Above all are the various Gaussian methodologies th a t were proposed in the
literature. Most of the above described m ethods work reasonably outdoor video sur
veillance systems. B ut the m ain drawback of Gaussian models are the tim e complex
ity. The per pixel processing of each image frame, consumes enormous com putational
resources in real time.

3.2.4

S tatistical m ethods w ith com bination o f M oG

In [13], Kim et al, proposed a statistical model with th e combination of Gaussians
in their process. In this model, X is a training set for a single pixel consisting of N
RGB-vectors.
X = {xi, X2 , ..., xpj} and C = Ci, c2, ..., c/v represents the codebook consisting of L
codewords.

Each pixel has different codebook size based on its sample variation.

Each codeword consisting of c*, i = 1...L, consists of an RGB vector vt = {R i, Gi, B,}
and a six tuple auxi = (Ii,I i,fi,X i,P i,q i), this tuple contains intensity values and
tem poral variables described below.

1 ,1 - the min and m ax brightness, respectively
/ - the frequency w ith which the codeword has occurred
A - the longest period since this code word has occurred
p,q - first and access tim es of each codeword th a t has occurred.

Based on th e color and brightness conditions we assign th e codewords for each pixel.
After constructing the code book the next step would be elim inating the foreground
codewords from the constructed codebook. The new code book, after this tem poral
filtering, will satisfy the following condition.
M = {cTO|cm € C A Am < T m }
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where a threshold TM is equal to half the num ber of training frames, y . A prob
abilistic model using Bayesian decision theory was proposed in [16]. A t the lowest
level , video background segm entation is a binary classification problem. A decision
to be m ade for each pixel in the frame a t tim e t as foreground or background. Prom
Bayesian perspective, a pixel being background P (B \x ), where x denotes the pixel
observed in the frame at tim e t and B denotes the background class. To make this
decision a gaussian should be underlying the process and the classification as follows:
K

K

P ( x ) = ] £ p ( G * ) P ( x |G * ) = Y J W k.g {x ,li k,a k)
k= 1

(3.10)

k= 1

where Gfcis the k-th Gaussian and gk(x) = g(x, fik, ak) is the norm al density function.
Segm entation in this approach consists of two independent problems: estim ating the
distribution of all observations at the pixel level as a Gaussian m ixture and evaluating
how likely each Gaussian in the m ixture being background. They have also proposed
a generalized formula to eliminate the discontinuities of Gaussians switching from
background to foreground during the process. Recently in [17], a unimodel gaussian
distribution w ith some updation equations for foreground segm entation was proposed.
Addressing the problems w ith the various problems in outdoor surveillance
H orprasert et al. proposed a color model th a t separates th e brightness from chrom aticity [10]. Each pixel was expressed in 3 dimensional RGB space, where Ei =
[ER(i),E c { i),E B (i)\ are expected color value of a pixel i in the reference or back
ground image. 7j = [Ir , I g , I b ] are the intensity of the pixel in the current image.
T he m easure of distance between the expected value and the current value using the
following equation gives the brightness (a) and color distortion(C D ).
4(oi) = (U - o a E if

(3.11)

where a* represents the pixel’s strength of brightness w ith respect to expected value,
C D = ||ii - aiEi\\

(3.12)

They have considered the following a ttrib u te vector (E t, S t, au bi), where E t is the
expected color value,s* is the standard deviation of color value and a* is the variation
of brightness distortion and bi is the variation of chrom aticity distortion. This m ethod
is able to deal w ith various outdoor conditions but th e updating of the model is
poorly addressed. Instead of traditional pixel based background modeling, a novel
approach was presented in [31]. This m ethod based on frequency dom ain analysis.
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Each frame is divided into 8X8 blocks, and two features J d c J

ac

extracted from

the D C T coefficients and each block is individually modeled using single Gaussian
model w ith m ean and standard deviation (fi,cr). These two attributes are initially
estim ated from previous frames, possibly w ith some moving objects. The advantage
of this kind of background modeling is, it is not sensitive to pixel noise scene changes
w ith respective to lighting.

3.2.5

O ther S tatistical m odels

In [22], P an et al. proposed a statistical model from first N background frames. In the
modeling phase, they have considered the M ean and standard deviation of each pixel
in the respective Y ,C b,Cr color space. The segm entation of foreground followed by
th e frame differencing. W hile segmentation, they have used a characteristic gain in
the commercial cam era and based on th a t factor a unimodel Gaussian was employed
to segment th e foreground pixels from th e background. A different statistical model
was presented in [8], they assumed, the pixel’s intensity distribution is bimodal. The
background scene is then modeled by three values, m inimum pixel intensity m (x),
m aximum pixel intensity n(x) and the maximum difference d(x), between the con
secutive frames observed during the training period. This process held in two stages,
in the first stage use the m edian filter to distinguish the moving pixels from the sta
tionary ones, in the second stage those stationary ones are processed to construct the
initial background model. Let V be an array containing N consecutive imagesV l (x) is
th e intensity of a pixel location x in the ith image of V. The initial background model
is obtained as follows:
m (x ) = m in z { V z (x )};n (x ) = m a x z{ V z(x)}; d(x) — m a x z{ \V z(x) — E 2_1(:r)|}
(3.13)
where \V z {x) — A(x)| > 2 * a(x) Hence,V z(x) is classified as moving pixel.

3.3

Conclusion

This chapter gives an brief description of various m ethods proposed in literature.
Every m ethod has its significance in modeling the background and segmentation.
However, each m ethod has its own drawbacks to be functional in real-time.
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D ynam ic Background M odeling
and Segm entation
This chapter gives a detailed explanation and contribution of this thesis. A histogram
based background modeling algorithm is presented, which dynamically models the
background w ith no prior knowledge of the scene. A segm entation technique is also
presented, which segments the foreground objects from the background [43]. The
subsequent sections present the methodology and algorithm s, results can be found in
th e later chapters.

4.1

D ynam ic Background M odeling

T he key assum ption in developing this m ethod is because of increasing autom ation
in this area. Instead of using a off line picture as a starting point, if we can able
to develop a model, which can model the background by itself w ithout user inter
vention would be much robust and serve the purpose in real tim e under different
circumstances. We have also experimented widely in different color spaces, to find
th e suitable and reliable color space, which can handle noise and shadows a t a con
siderable level.
HSV stands for Hue, Saturation and Value, which can also be treated as Hue,
S aturation and Brightness (HSB). HSV color space created by Alvy Ray Sm ith in
1978. This is a nonlinear transform ation of RGB color space. Possibly used in color
progression. O ur m otivation to use this color space came from [39]. Com pared to the
other color spaces, it is capable to deal w ith noise and shadow in th e image region
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very effectively. A pictorial representation of HSV color space is given in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: R epresentation of HSV color space in a 3 dimensional space [53]

In Fig 4.1, S'(saturation) and V (value) param eter values have a range of [0,1]
and the H(hue) param eter has a range of [0,360 degrees]. In the figure 4.1, V is the
axis pointing up in the picture. W ith V = l, at the top represents relatively bright
colors. Due to this unique separation of brightness property, we used HSV space
rath er the traditional RGB space.
Many other works in HSV color space can be found in [37], [38],[33].
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Figure 4.2: H istory map: A sample overview of how pixels are being captured over tim e
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As shown in Fig 4.2, the history map represents intensity characteristics of a
pixel over a tim e period. The observed images are the image frames obtained from
the video over a period of time. The cell string represents entire intensity variation
at each pixel location over all the frames. Each pixel has three components H ,S and
V. The inform ation can be used to estim ate the variation of pixel intensity over a
tim e period. The conclusions drawn from these, can be used for the identification of
stable intensity p a tte rn over time. Several m ethods had been proposed underlying
this concept.

The simple m ethod to sta rt w ith is th e m edian calculation of this

interval. Some other m ethods namely estim ation of Gaussian coefficient or Gaussian
m ixture.
In th e present context, we have used a histogram based m ethod. This his
togram m ethod identifies the intervals of stable intensity of each pixel. Later, these
pixel intensities for each pixel are back substituted to form an approxim ate back
ground model.

4.1.1

H istogram based Background M odel

In general, a histogram displays continuous d a ta in ordered columns. It an effective
way to represent the continuous measures, such as tim e, intensity etc. Histogram is
th e best way, to identify the stable intensity of each pixel in certain tim e interval.
The histogram in this case is formed of HSV components, for each individual
com ponent H,S and V, we have identified a stable intensity occurred m ost of the
observed period of tim e and took into account. The values are separated among four
bins, we have chosen four bins because of the stability in results. Values in each
bin represents the color information(mfensz£?/)at different tim e intervals. The same
procedure has been applied for all the pixels. T he procedure for the histogram based
m ethod given below:
1. Convert each frame in HSV color space.
2. C alculate th e histogram of H, S and V com ponent for a particular pixel in all th e fames.
3. Find th e histogram bin w ith highest value and assign the m edian of this bin to th e
H, S and V com ponent of th e pixel in th e background model.
4. Perform step 1,2 and 3 for all th e pixels in th e background model until th e pixel
values are stabilized.
Table 4.1: H istogram based Background Modeling
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A sample graph is formed of ’V ’ component of th e HSV color space in Fig
5.3. The horizontal axes represent th e intensity value and vertical axes represents the
count of each bin.

Pixel Intensity range

Figure 4.3: Sample histogram formed of 25 image frames on V com ponent

Once the background model has been identified, the next step is to segment
th e foreground moving objects from the background. In m any previous m ethods,
an approxim ate threshold value is being used to differentiate the foreground pixels
from the background. However, setting a threshold value is not so robust and may
effect when the scene changes dynamically. Because of this reason, we have used Km eans clustering technique, which autom atically calculates th e threshold value. The
algorithm and explanation can be found in the subsequent chapters.

4.2

Segm entation by Clustering

Clustering is a classification technique. In m easurem ent space it is used as an indi
cator of sim ilarity of image regions. It may also be used for segm entation purposes.
Similarity between image regions or pixels can be grouped, by using clustering (small
separation distances) in the feature space. These clustering m ethods come under the
earliest d a ta segm entation techniques.
In Fig 5.4, a sample visible partition of two different groups using K-means
clustering can be seen. K-Means clustering finds, a grouping of the pixels which
are similar in color, position or a combination of both etc. The sim ilarity measure
between th e feature vectors is calculated by the Euclidian distance. Here the value of
’K ’ represents num ber of clusters to be formed among th e pixels of the image. W hile
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Figure 4.4: Sample clustering mechanism using K-means [54]

im plem enting this technique, we have used the connected components approach to
merge the group of individuals, whose size is less th an some threshold to th e adjacent
component.
In [5], a clustering algorithm was proposed based on the intensity values. In
this technique, the pixel intensity is observed over a period of tim e then it is classified
either a foreground or a background. The K-clusters model consists of K weights and
K average pixel values or centroids. In this approach, the user has to specify the
threshold lim it for pixel before assigning to a specific cluster. If a pixel do not fall
in an existing cluster, then a new cluster is created for th a t particular pixel. This
algorithm uses M anhattan distance to identify w hether a pixel is above or below the
specified threshold. In particular, this m ethod can not identify the difference between
th e moving objects and shadows. The m anual specification of the threshold might
not be a robust idea as this paper brought forth.

4.2.1

K -M eans C lustering technique

We initially subtracted an image frame from the background model, which gives us
a difference m atrix. From the difference m atrix, we took maximum and minimum
intensity values and named them as M eanl and Mean2.

Later, we have applied

th e K-means clustering algorithm on the difference m atrix to classify pixels into two
groups, to segment foreground pixels from the background pixels.
In this case, K is set to 2, which represents two clusters one for the foreground
and the other for the background. The algorithm is given below:
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1. Convert video frame into HSV color space.

2. Subtract th e H, S and V com ponent of background model [obtained using Table 5.1]
from th e H,S and V com ponents of th e video frame and store th e absolute values into
a difference image.

3. Find minimum and maxim values in th e difference m atrix. T h e minimum value
corresponds to the seed of th e background cluster, denoted by M l and maximum
value corresponds to the seed of foreground cluster, denoted by M2.

4. If D-u > D a , then assign i to FG cluster, otherwise assign i to background cluster.

5. C alculate m ean of background cluster, M l and mean of foreground cluster, M 2 .

6. R epeat step 4 and 5 until M ian d M 2 does not change significantly
(The difference between the two m ean should be approxim ately zero).

7. R eport pixels in foreground cluster as foreground region and vice versa.

Table 4.2: Segmentation by k-means clustering
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Problem s in Segm entation

Segm entation suffers from different problems. W hile segmenting the regions of fore
ground, regions similar to the background will not appear after the segm entation
process. This situation is difficult to handle in traditional RGB space. However, in
HSV color space it can be handled by using chrom aticity inform ation represented by
Hue and Saturation.
In our experiments, we were able to solve this problem by observing the color
region and setting a measure so th a t these image regions are considered as foreground
in th e final result. We considered the pixels, whose saturation component value is
greater th an some minimum value and hue value is not zero. This is because all pixels
w ith saturation zero will appear same in color [40]. W hen the saturation component of
the pixel increases, the color value changes, which in tu rn changes the hue value (from
zero to some particular value). This characteristic allows us to search for a value, by
which we could extract those pixels from the segmented foreground regions. Needs
to be cautious of not including one th e pixels from shadows around the foreground
regions. This is also depends on the value we decide.
We have also tried to increase the num ber of clusters while segmentation, but
the results w ith two clusters were fairly good enough for decent segmentation.

4.3

Conclusion

We have proposed two m ain techniques, which contribute to the first building block of
th e video surveillance system. We have presented a histogram based m ethod, which
models the background dynamically in busy scenes.

This kind of model suitable

to model scenes in different places, which includes shopping malls, indoor building
environm ents etc. We have some lim itations in using this m ethod, it creates blended
regions if th e scene is too busy. We have also presented a segm entation technique,
which uses K-means clustering. K-means clustering is a popular m ethod in image
processing applications, we limit the num ber of clusters(k) to 2. We found two m ajor
problems in segm entation phase, which are due to shadows and foreground aperture.
The detailed discussion can be found in th e above sections. The im plem entation and
results are presented in the subsequent chapters.
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Im plem entation and R esults
We have implem ented the proposed m ethods in MATLAB version 7 w ith Image
Processing Toolbox. This machine runs on a Pentium 4 processor, having 2.79GHz
bus speed. We have acquired the images(dimensions:320X240) from a movie shot
by an off-the-shelf digital camera. Initially, we considered the burst mode to capture
pictures. Later on, we have tested these m ethods successfully on the frames extracted
from the video.
Throughout our experiments, we have assumed constant lighting conditions all
across th e frames. We have also assumed there is no movement of the cam era while
shooting the videos. The processing speed of our algorithm is 2-4 fram es/sec(M ATLAB),
which can be further improved after optim ization. We have widely experim ented our
m ethods in different indoor environments.

5.1

Background M odeling using Histogram

As m entioned in the previous chapter, we have used the histogram of four bins in our
m ethod. T he pixel intensity values are scattered among th e four bins. T he histogram
of m aximum num ber of pixels will be considered for finding the background pixel
intensity.
In Fig.5.1, a sample set of frames were shown. These frames extracted from
the video taken in a corridor. This is a typical environm ent in video surveillance.
The result of this set of images can be seen in Fig.5.2. This result is alm ost perfect
to the ideal background image.
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Figure 5.1: A series of images extracted from th e video took inside th e building

Figure 5.2: Identified background of th e series shown in Fig 5.1
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In Fig 5.3, the image set is extracted from a video taken in a busy shopping
mall. Finding a background in these situations is little difficult. W hich due to the
fact th a t, th e scene is busy at all times. The resulting background of this set can be
seen in Fig.5.4. This result is almost resembles the original background, but it has
some blurred areas. These blurred areas are caused by blending of the image pixels.
T he detailed discussion can be found a t the end of this section.

Figure 5.3: Image series of th e video took inside th e shopping mall

Figure 5.4: Identified background of th e series shown in Fig 5.3
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In Fig 5.5, another set of images taken in the mall environment. In this case
cam era m ounted a t a corner. The corners were crowded alm ost every time. The
resulting background of this series can be seen Fig 5.6. We can see some regions
seemed to have blending of pixels.

Figure 5.5: A nother image series of th e video inside th e shopping mall

Figure 5.6: Background of th e series 5.5
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5.1.1

D iscussion

Blending is a common problem in modeling the background scene. Blending occurs
m ainly because of no stable pixel intensity a t any specific region. In the above results,
blending is observed in couple of places due to th e busyness of the scene. This is hard
to avoid, but can be solved by b etter statistical analysis.
The stabilization of the background can be reported when one bin out of four
bins reaches 50% of the to tal probability. This m easure can be adopted under any
situation to declare a stable background has been achieved.

5.2

Segm entation by K-means Clustering

Figure 5.7: Result of segm entation in a shopping mall

Figure 5.8: Result of segm entation in a corridor
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In Fig.5.7 and Fig.5.8, the result of the K-means clustering technique in differ
ent situations was given. We picked some noise while segm entation, most of the noise
was considerably elim inated by our m ethod and the color space we used. However,
still some areas are partially detected falsely due to heavy noise in the video. Initially,
we used the value ( V) of HSV space, later we used the chrom aticity inform ation (H
and S) for increasing the efficiency of segm entation result. In these experiments,
we faced a problem called foreground aperture. This problem occurs, if the region
of foreground is more similar to the background. In th a t case, areas having similar
features will be ignored in the final result. The details of this problem can be found
in discussion section.

5.2.1

D iscussion

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Problem s in Segmentation: (a)Partially segmented p art of shirt, (b)alm ost detected
region after considering chrom aticity inform ation

Figure 5.10: Experim ented Image of th e above results
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Foreground aperture is a traditional problem in segmenting th e foreground.
We have used, a simple solution which can detect th e missing foreground regions.
After segmenting the foreground region using V, we used H and S components to
detect the missing regions. The prime cause of missing regions in the foreground is
due to the following reasons:
1. A close m atch of foreground region to the background, which is called foreground
aperture.
2. Shadows in the image region, basically there are two kinds shadows identified as
problem atic. They are self shadows and cast shadows. C ast shadows should be
elim inated while segm entation b u t self shadows should be considered as they are
p a rt of th e foreground regions. B ut in the present experim ent 5.9 we failed to
segment the self shadows due to their close texture w ith the background color.
Self shadow is the shadow cast by the object on th e foreground region.
These false positives can be detected partially using the complete color infor
m ation provided by the color space (limited to these experim ents), b u t can also be
detected using size and distance also.
In figure 5.9 (a) the shirt region of the first person is partially missing (b) the
missing region is almost detected using the chrom aticity information. B ut some parts
still have missing due to above m entioned problem of self shadows.
In Fig.5.11, a comparison of present m ethods to the literature m ethods. The
d a ta set is obtained from the authors of [28].

The proposed m ethod, performed

considerably b etter th an some of the literature m ethods.

5.3

Conclusion

This chapter shows the results of successful im plem entation of our m ethods. The
initial section shows the results of statistical modeling of background using histogram .
A discussion is being presented on the blending problem in background modeling. In
th e subsequent sections, we presented our results of our segm entation strategy, we
have also addressed some problems in segm entation in those sections. At the end
of this chapter, we have presented a comparison of our m ethod w ith th e literature
m ethods.
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Figure 5.11:

The present m ethod is com pared to different other m ethods as m entioned in

Walflower[28] algorithm
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Conclusions
Video surveillance has become a popular research area in th e field of Com puter Vi
sion. T he reason behind this advancement is due to inexpensive com putational and
hardw are resources, and growing concern for security and surveillance in almost every
place we visit. Autom ation of this system involves m any issues to be taken care of,
which sta rts from building a background model w ith no foreground objects, segment
ing th e moving foreground objects and tracking those objects to identify th e suspicious
behavior.
This thesis m otivated from a general perception, of how to build a background
model when th e objects present in the scene. Keeping this concern in mind, we have
nam ed it dynamic background modeling.

Dynamic background modeling can be

defined as, modeling a scene dynamically with no moving objects under any situation
w ith no prior knowledge. In order to accomplish this task, one has to track th e history
of the scene background and analyze this history in some intelligent fashion, to get
th e inform ation about the scene background.
We have used a histogram based m ethod to analyze th e background history,
and used this information to build the approxim ate background model. We have
used four bins, to analyze each pixel’s history over a tim e period to find an intensity
value, which represents the original background pixel w ith no influence of foreground
objects. However, finding this value can be difficult, due to continuous m otion in
th e scene region. A b etter statistical analysis might improve th e results in this case.
Systems in real tim e need fastness, we claim this m ethod works fairly fast enough
w ith considerable robustness in different situations.
The next step after finding a background is, segmenting th e moving objects
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in the scene. M any segm entation mechanisms work on approxim ate threshold value,
this decided value will be used to segment the pixels belong to the foreground. How
ever, this kind of analysis requires hum an observation. We dealt this situation, by
using a clustering mechanism, which calculates the threshold value to separate the
foreground objects in an effective manor. We have used two clusters for this purpose,
we relied prim arily on the color information of images. Shadows and noise are two
evident problems while segmentation, but we make use of brightness and chrom aticity
inform ation to deal these situations. Throughout the experim ents, we have converted
the traditional RGB images into HSV color images. As m entioned in th e previous
chapters, HSV color space works relatively b etter to deal w ith noise and shadows.
In conclusion, this work contributes m ainly in segm entation area of the video
surveillance system. Segm entation plays a crucial role in later stages of the system,
b u t proper segm entation depends on various factors. An intelligent system should
able to support itself, to decide the value on which it can segment the foreground
objects. This m ethod can suffice the cause w ith in reasonable bounds.
We have modeled the background using a histogram based m ethod, but it is
statistically fragile, when considered the situations like continuous object flow in the
background. Situations like these need further concentration, by which possibilities
of blending can be avoided. M any previous m ethods suffer from this problem, present
m ethod is not an exception in some cases.
Segm entation is a broad and rather a difficult area to deal with. It needs
concentration in handling noise and shadows effectively. Self shadows are difficult to
deal w ith which we failed to accomplish in our work. Relying on mere color infor
m ation m ight be problem atic in some situations. The use of geometrical information
to recognize the missing parts of the foreground objects is necessary. However, clus
tering mechanism might fail, if the foreground object’s color m atches close to the
background. Use of other clustering techniques like agglomerative, hierarchical etc.,
are still unexplored for the segm entation purpose.
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